A compound scaffold with uniform longitudinally oriented guidance cues and a porous sheath promotes peripheral nerve regeneration in vivo.
Scaffolds with inner fillers that convey directional guidance cues represent promising candidates for nerve repair. However, incorrect positioning or non-uniform distribution of intraluminal fillers might result in regeneration failure. In addition, proper porosity (to enhance nutrient and oxygen exchange but prevent fibroblast infiltration) and mechanical properties (to ensure fixation and to protect regenerating axons from compression) of the outer sheath are also highly important for constructing advanced nerve scaffolds. In this study, we constructed a compound scaffold using a stage-wise strategy, including directionally freezing orientated collagen-chitosan (O-CCH) filler, electrospinning poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) sheaths and assembling O-CCH/PCL scaffolds. Based on scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and mechanical tests, a blend of collagen/chitosan (1:1) was selected for filler fabrication, and a wall thickness of 400 μm was selected for PCL sheath production. SEM and three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction further revealed that the O-CCH filler exhibited a uniform, longitudinally oriented microstructure (over 85% of pores were 20-50 μm in diameter). The electrospun PCL porous sheath with pore sizes of 6.5 ± 3.3 μm prevented fibroblast invasion. The PCL sheath exhibited comparable mechanical properties to commercially available nerve conduits, and the O-CCH filler showed a physiologically relevant substrate stiffness of 2.0 ± 0.4 kPa. The differential degradation time of the filler and sheath allows the O-CCH/PCL scaffold to protect regenerating axons from compression stress while providing enough space for regenerating nerves. In vitro and in vivo studies indicated that the O-CCH/PCL scaffolds could promote axonal regeneration and Schwann cell migration. More importantly, functional results indicated that the CCH/PCL compound scaffold induced comparable functional recovery to that of the autograft group at the end of the study. Our findings demonstrated that the O-CCH/PCL scaffold with uniform longitudinal guidance filler and a porous sheath exhibits favorable properties for clinical use and promotes nerve regeneration and functional recovery. The O-CCH/PCL scaffold provides a promising new path for developing an optimal therapeutic alternative for peripheral nerve reconstruction. Scaffolds with inner fillers displaying directional guidance cues represent a promising candidate for nerve repair. However, further clinical translation should pay attention to the problem of non-uniform distribution of inner fillers, the porosity and mechanical properties of the outer sheath and the morphological design facilitating operation. In this study, a stage-wise fabrication strategy was used, which made it possible to develop an O-CCH/PCL compound scaffold with a uniform longitudinally oriented inner filler and a porous outer sheath. The uniform distribution of the pores in the O-CCH/PCL scaffold provides a solution to resolve the problem of non-uniform distribution of inner fillers, which impede the clinical translation of scaffolds with longitudinal microstructured fillers, especially for aligned-fiber-based scaffolds. In vitro and in vivo studies indicated that the O-CCH/PCL scaffolds could provide topographical cues for axonal regeneration and SC migration, which were not found for random scaffolds (with random microstructure resemble sponge-based scaffolds). The electrospun porous PCL sheath of the O-CCH/PCL scaffold not only prevented fibroblast infiltration, but also satisfied the mechanical requirements for clinical use, paving the way for clinical translation. The differential degradation time of the O-CCH filler and the PCL sheath makes O-CCH/PCL scaffold able to provide long protection for regenerating axons from compression stress, but enough space for regenerating nerve. These findings highlight the possibility of developing an optimal therapeutic alternative for nerve defects using the O-CCH/PCL scaffold.